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At sites where remediation activities have been completed, responsible parties (RPs) are
faced with managing and funding extended or essentially perpetual compliance
obligations. This paper describes a future OM&M concept involving the creation of a
long-term site management company that would assume those responsibilities for the
responsible parties.
Concept Introduction
To date, Project Navigator, Ltd. (PNL) has been facilitating and coordinating discussions
between some RPs1 to create this long-term management company (LTMC). The LTMC
would be an independent, (potentially) non-profit entity that may own sites property,
manage site funds in independent trusts and more cost-effectively and efficiently
manage OM&M at multi-party CERCLA sites on behalf of the RPs.
To demonstrate the feasibility, and technical and economic efficiencies of the LTMC,
PNL proposes developing a pilot program. The program would test the benefits of the
LTMC, including;
1. Realization of cost reductions through economy of scale for OM&M contracts,
2. Greater financial return on RP funds which currently reside in individual, site-by-site
accounts,
3. Revenue generation from site and remedy compatible enterprises such as site
compatible traditional commercial developments, cell-phone towers, solar power
installations or lay down yards. (the generated revenue would be re-invested in the
site trust),) and
4. As U.S. EPA currently reviews the Superfund program2 seeking improved practices,
proactively working with the Agency to reduce site administration efforts and costs
1

2

th

For example, Chevron, ExxonMobil and BP convened at Project Navigator, Ltd.’s Houston office on May 25th & 26 ,
2016, to discuss the stewardship of long-term hold sites, and how to perform the associated OM&M obligations. The
meeting was hosted by Chevron, and facilitated by PNL with the help of other, external subject matter experts.
Superfund Task Force Recommendations Report, U.S. EPA Superfund Task Force, Washington, D.C., June 21, 2017;
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2017-07/documents/superfund_task_force_report.pdf
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via, for example, reporting optimization and standardization, “right-sized”
monitoring, and delisting opportunities.
Sites considered for the initial pilot program would include mature, multi-party CERCLA
sites in U.S. EPA Region 6 that are in OM&M.
Proposed Structure and Governance for LTMC:
The LTMC would be a non-profit entity organized with a board of directors comprised of
representatives of the RPs who have elected to place sites into the program. Each site
will have separate settlement agreements governing its management. An OM&M cost
forecast covering some minimum number of years (e.g. 30 to 50 years or more) would
be agreed to and a payment schedule established. The go-ahead cost estimate would be
adjusted based on an assessment of the overall risk of the remedy and the potential for
the site to generate revenue from commercial activities.
The LTMC would then assume a number of responsibilities including property ownership,
OM&M activities, permit compliance, external stakeholder interactions, reporting to
regulatory agencies and being accountable to the agencies for overall compliance with
the individual site agreements.
The non-profit aspect of the holding company provides the opportunity to leverage
favorable tax treatment. An example structure is shown below, and in Figure 1.

The initial pilot test at this time does not involve liability transfer. Future options for the
LTMC may include options for a larger, sustainable capitalized site fund to allow “cashout” opportunities for RPs. As proposed, during the pilot, the RPs would retain the
liability for sites and be responsible for paying expenses in excess of the estimated
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OM&M fees paid into the LTMC (e.g. such a situation would occur if the original site
remedy were to “fail”). The LTMC would be accountable for conducting normal and,
what could be described as “foreseeable repairs and upsets”; but the RPs would be
responsible for large scale, unexpected remedy activities (such as remedy failure,
defined as the inability of the installed remedy components to continue to achieve
cleanup and compliance obligations as defined in the RPs’ existing agreements with the
agencies).
Each site’s fund would be supplemented over time by (a) revenue generated from site
reuse and (b) any realized OM&M savings. With a savvy, well-managed LTMC entity,
overseen by an active Board of Directors3 the risk of “come backs” is expected to be
“remote”, thereby eliminating the need for continued reserving or disclosure by
participating companies. It would also minimize each RPs internal administrative burden
and monitoring with the associated cost savings.
Much remains to be explored in detail, however, in concept, if a sufficient number of
sites are proffered by the RPs, and cost savings and revenue opportunities identified,
proactively acted on and realized, then the LTMC entity essentially offers the RPs a site
“walk away” mechanism.
In designing a pilot test, we propose holding further discussions with RPs and regulatory
agencies about the concept and program. Agency acceptance will be critical to making
the LTMC concept work. Ideally, key reporting agencies will allow efficiencies in
reporting, etc. For example, improved modern methods of electronic/digital compliance
reporting are recognized by U.S. EPA in their (next generation compliance) 2020 plan4,
and would become a core digital operating function of the LTMC. We also envision the
LTMC making use of digital era site (risk) monitoring tools5. Such tools have come of age
in the digital era of the past decade, well before many of the original site OM&M
agreements were formulated, and have the capability of positively “disrupting”, from a
cost perspective, how site stewardship is conducted.
Choice of Sites and Rationale:
The first criterion for a site’s selection is its location to allow for the efficient use of,
master-service-agreement retained contractors, who could be retained to conduct
sampling activities at a group of sites (V’s individually) in relatively close proximity,
thereby reducing costs. (Our current plan is to start with sites in U.S. EPA Region 6. We
believe that the site density and regulatory climate within U.S. EPA would be particularly
favorable in Texas and Oklahoma. In addition, in Texas, we believe TCEQ would actively
support the idea.
3
4

5

BOD membership would be drawn from participating responsible party companies.
Next Generation Compliance: Using Advanced Monitoring Technology to meet Today’s Challenges and Plan for the
Future, Starfield, L.E. & Tunis, C.S., U.S. EPA, Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance, 1200 Pennsylvania
Ave., Washington, D.C. 20460, INECE Special Report, 2015; http://inece.org/resource/next-gen-report
For example, seeTerradex, Inc.’s online LandWatch system for long-term site monitoring at www.Terradex.com.
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The second criterion for a site’s selection is the nature of the remedy. We believe that
sites with waste-in-place containment remedies, with no (or little) active, operating
remedial systems, are the most appropriate candidates for the new end-of-life cycle
management concept. Such sites typically require low cost, low risk, long-term (and
potentially perpetual) OM&M. They have very (cost) predictable care requirements
including: regulatory reporting, site sampling and monitoring, maintenance and security,
verification of established institutional controls6, and limited interaction with public and
NGO stakeholders. Figures 2 to 4 show current day pictures of some “boneyard”
candidate sites, the fenced-field nature of the pictures being indicative of the low risks
the sites present.
Third, because the responsible parties at the sites that we would recommend as
candidates for inclusion in the LTMC are seldom directly “responsible” for the condition
of the site7, we expect to be able to minimize NGO and other stakeholder opposition to
the approach. In fact, a site with the characteristics we have described, being placed
into such a program, specifically designed to ensure its long-term management, should
help minimize any criticism that industry is attempting to avoid its long-term site care
responsibilities. The LTMC will be structured to ensure that long-term management
continues even after any individual responsible party or group dissolves.
Potential Sites and Questions to Evaluate:
There has been a general recommendation made from preliminary discussions with
Fortune 100 company site portfolio managers that any pilot program should be based
on mature sites within one U.S. EPA Region, even focusing on sites that are in relatively
close proximity. Based on this candidate sites for an initial LTMC pilot program include
Region 6 mature sites such as the Malone Service Company Superfund Site in Texas City,
TX, and other nearby, mature, multi-party CERCLA sites such as Tex Tin, French Limited,
Brio, Motco and Turtle Bayou, which could likely be positioned for such a program. In
addition, also within Region 6, but located in Louisiana are mature sites such as PAB Oil
& Chemical, Gulf Coast Vacuum, Combustion Inc., Bayou Sorrel, and Petro-Processors.
Companies interested in the LTMC concept should consider:
 Their position on specific criteria for sites to be included,
 What management controls would be required to transfer company’s
responsibilities into the LTMC?,
 What holding company controls would be necessary to demonstrate the
independence of each site from LTMC’s responsibilities of managing a portfolio
of sites?,

6
7

c.f. Reference 6, regarding Terradex, Inc.
In that there was a site owner/operator during the timeframe when wastes were sent to the facility.
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What is appropriate funding for each site, i.e., time-based/30, 50 or 100 years of
OM&M expenses, OM&M costs + risk premiums, sustainable funding (interest
bearing account(s))?,
What management site control criteria are required to demonstrate that any a
come-back probability is low and to thereby discharge the responsibility of
managing the particular site from the company’s books?

A Proposed Path-Ahead: Developing a Coalition - Lobbying and Support Efforts:
To date, companies that PNL has discussed this concept with include BP, ExxonMobil,
Chevron and Monsanto. We have not yet developed a firm cost estimate to participate
in a “planning coalition,” but, the range of $10K to $20K has been suggested as being
generally acceptable to each company. Initially, this would be to pay for (1) exploration
of economic models and legal structures, (2) risk modeling to refine the criteria for the
initial tranche of sites and (3) a lobbyist / public affairs consultant to help the group
gather and ensure support from regulators and other political stakeholders.
A summary of the proposed path-ahead steps is depicted in Figure 5.
Contact: Should you seek further information on the LTMC concept please contact Marc
Ferries as follows:

Marc Ferries, P.E.
Vice President, Oil and Gas Services
Project Navigator, Ltd.,
15990 North Barkers Landing Road, Suite 325,
Houston, TX 77079
mferries@projectnavigator.com
Office:
713-468-5995
Mobile: 281-755-7957
Attachments:
Figure 1:
Figure 2:
Figure 3:
Figure 4:
Figure 5:

A Proposed Organizational and Tax Structure for the
(Non-Profit) LTMC Concept
Tex Tin CERCLA Site, Texas City, TX
Malone Service Company Superfund Site, Texas City, TX
PAB Oil & Chemical CERCLA Site, Abbeville, LA
A Summary of Future Proof-of-Concept Steps for the “Boneyard” Site
Management/Long-term Stewardship Concept
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A Proposed Organizational and Tax Structure for the
(Non-Profit) LTMC Concept
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FIGURE 2

Tex Tin CERCLA Site
Texas City, TX
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Project Navigator, Ltd. is the Project Coordinator for the Tex
Tin Superfund Site in Texas City, Texas, a 140-acre former tin
smelter property with 7 ponds containing 52,000 cubic yards
of acidic sludge. Tex Tin was the only tin smelter operating
in the US during WWII. PNL managed the remediation,
which included demolition of 20 acres of dilapidated
buildings and smelting equipment, treatment of 15 mm
gallons of acid in a pond, NORM slag, principal threat waste
removal, installation of a slurry wall and construction of two
landfills. Work also included pond closures, cap and cover of
impacted soils, radioactive material control, and installation
of an evapotranspirative system. The Site received EPA’s
“Ready for Reuse Determination” award, the first Superfund
site in the nation to be so designated, in 2005. PNL
continues to manage the project, coordinating O&M
activities, EPA relationships, financial aspects, etc. To ensure
compliance with the site standards and to maintain the
integrity of the remedy, PNL has provided oversight for
subsequent site work including pipeline installations
completed by others, efforts that require coordination with
the PRP group, EPA, the site owners and the companies
performing the work.

Former Process Area

RCRA Landfill

Tex Tin OU-1
Former Waste Ponds

REMEDY STATUS
Construction completed in 2004. O&M ongoing.
ONGOING ISSUES
2015 Five Year Review noted exceedances of Perimeter
Action Limits in groundwater. The Group is developing a
technical approach to enhance existing remedy.

NORM Slag Landfill

1000 ft
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FIGURE 3

Malone Service Company Superfund Site
Texas City, TX
Completed Cell
Galveston
Bay
Former Sludge Pond

30 Ac RCRA Landfill
Solidified Sludge

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
 150-acre former petroleum waste and
chemical reclamation disposal facility.
 Malone Cooperating Parties (PRP group)
completed RI/FS and the RD/RA is ongoing.
PNL performs as the PRP group's Project
Coordinator, Construction Coordinator and
overall technical manager at this large, complex
Superfund Site, where the PRP group include
nearly 25 companies. PNL oversaw the RI/FS for
the Site and coordinated NRD evaluation and
settlement. PNL negotiated the detailed
remedy scope with US EPA during 2010 and
2011. Extensive treatability testing activities
were performed to prove the feasibility of
stabilizing the wastes. In 2011, PNL managed all
aspects of EPC resource selection. We
completed negotiations on a SOW and contract
for the remedial action phase. During 2012 we
started implementation of the Remedial
Design/Remedial Action phase, during which
PNL expanded its services to include
Construction Management.
REMEDY STATUS
PNL is currently managing the remedy
construction activities at the Site expected to
be complete in mid-2017.

Liner
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ONGOING ISSUES
As we near the completion of the remedy, the
Group will begin discussing long-term O&M
obligations and funding. PNL will coordinate
the Group’s efforts and strategy.
No Assessments expected in 2017 or 2018.

FIGURE 4

PAB Oil & Chemical CERCLA Site
Abbeville, LA
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
 9.4-acre oilfield waste disposal area north of
Abbeville, Vermilion Parish, Louisiana.
 3 onsite pits were used to separate oil, water,
and solids.
 The site is surrounded by a leaking levee rising
6 to 7 feet above the general grade.
 ~39,000 cu. yds. of oily sludge are held within
the levee.
 3 steel tanks believed to hold liquid “slop” oil.

Residential

Former Salt Water Pond

Solidified
Waste & Cap

The PAB Oil site in Abbeville, LA consists of a 17acre federal superfund site consisting of capped
waste areas and a clean closed salt water pond.
Project Navigator currently manages the
operations & management of the site as it
approaches its fourth 5-year review scheduled for
2017. O&M activities include monitoring
groundwater conditions, site maintenance, yearly
inspections, reporting, procurement, and
oversight.
REMEDY STATUS
PNL manages site OM&M and coordinates all site
work.

Residential

ONGOING ISSUES
PNL is formulating PRP “exit strategy” options for
(1) further “cash outs” and (2) Consent Decree
termination with EPA Region 6.

250 feet
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FIGURE 5

A Summary of Future Proof-of-Concept Steps for the “Boneyard” Site
Management/Long-term Stewardship Concept

The Concept to Date
 Originally floated by ExxonMobil during
an oil company CERCLA site
benchmarking effort in Mid-2000’s

What’s Next?

1

4
 Individual Trusts have mimicked the
concept during the past decade (e.g.
RACER Trust; Individual site Trusts
managed by PNL)
 Renewed vigor during past 18 months
(e.g., Oil company meeting at PNL,
5/16)
 Boneyard’s consistent with current
“EPA Culture” and the recs from the
recent CERCLA Task Force (6/17)

October 2017
The Boneyard Site Management Concept
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Select Candidate Sites
for a “Boneyard Pilot”

Proof of Concept Screening
Criteria:
a. Ability to generate OM&M cost
savings
i. e.g. “Reset” the scope of
OM&M, based on 5/10 years
of data.
ii. Create new cost avoidance
initiatives (e.g. turn off
treatment systems)
iii. Improved management (and
return) on accrued site funds
iv. Push site reuse opportunities
(e.g. solar at some locales)
v. Interact with EPA at a
portfolio level (Vs the current
site-by site approach)

2

Collect Site Metrics:
a. Technical
b. OM&M needs and costs
c. Cash flow
d. Risks analysis

3

Integrate, Consolidate
Individual Site Data to Test
the Hypothesis that a Legacy
Portfolio can be More
Cost/Effectively Managed
than Individual Sites

